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1. INTRODUCTION
Suppose that the upper derivative of a set function G defined on a
family C of subsets of Rm is infinite on a set E of positive Lebesgue
measure. Then clearly the variation of G is infinite on any subset of E of
positive Lebesgue measure. But it is far from obvious what, if anything,
can be said about the behaviour of the variation of G on sets of Lebesgue
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measure zero. We answer this problem in a somewhat surprising way by
showing that, if C is a Vitali family, the above property of Lebesgue
measure is shared by many measures singular with respect to it. Moreover,
our result implies that these measures may be absolutely continuous with
respect to any Hausdorff measure of dimension less than m.
As an example of possible applications of our result, we extend the
w x results of 2, 8 which enabled a simplified characterisation of primitives
w x. mof some conditionally convergent integrals; see 7 from R to R . By
w xdifferent methods this extension of 2, 8 has been independently obtained
w xin 5 .
2. THE MAIN RESULT
The sets of all natural and real numbers are denoted by N and R
respectively. Our ambient space is Rm with the metric induced by the
 .  .sup-norm although any other norm could have been used , B x, r de-
m m m .notes the open ball with center x g R and radius r. If E ; R , L E
 .and d E denote respectively the m-dimensional Lebesgue outer measure
m m  .and the diameter of E. Moreover, if E ; R , E ; R , d E , E de-1 2 1 2
 .notes the distance between E and E . ``Almost everywhere'' shortly a.e.1 2
is always used in the sense of m-dimensional Lebesgue measure. We
denote by H n the n-dimensional Hausdorff measure in Rm. Let C be a
family of measurable sets of Rm. We say that C is fine on a set E ; Rm if
for each x g E and for each r ) 0 there exists C g C with x g C ;
 . mB x, r and C is said to be fine if it is fine on R .
DEFINITION 1. We say that C is a Vitali family if for each CU ; C , fine
on a set E ; Rm, there exists a disjoint sequence C , C , . . . , of sets from1 2
U m  ..C such that L E_ D C s 0.i i
Let G be a real-valued function defined on the family C and let
x g Rm. The upper C-deri¨ ati¨ e of G at x is the extended real number
G C .
D G x s lim sup : C g C , x g C ; B x , r . .  .C m 5q L C .rª0
The C-¨ariation generated by G is defined by letting, for each Borel set
E ; Rm,
V G, E s lim sup G C , .  .C j 5qdª0 j
 4where the ``sup'' is taken over all disjoint families C ; C , with C l E /j j
 .B and d C - d .j
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THEOREM 1. Suppose C is a fine Vitali family of measurable sets.
m mw .   .Suppose further G: C ª 0, q` is such that L x g R : D G x sC
4.  .q` ) 0. Then for e¨ery increasing function v r such that
v r .
lim s q`,mq rrª0
there is a nonzero Radon measure m on Rm with the following properties:
 .i m is supported by a compact set N of zero Lebesgue measure;
 .   ..  . mii m B x, r F v r , for all x g R and all r ) 0;
 .  .  .iii V G, E s q`, whene¨er the outer measure m E ) 0.C e
The variation that we use is not a measure, but Theorem 1 obviously
remains true also for its s-additive modifications; the most commonly used
one is obtained by defining the modified variation of G on E as
inf V G, E , . C i 5
i
where the inf is taken over all covers of E by Borel sets E . Another wayi
of defining such modifications is by using gages; cf. the last section of this
.paper. However, the result of Theorem 1 cannot be immediately extended
 .to the usual notion of variation of a set function defined on an essentially
countable union of Vitali families C a. Nevertheless, if this union satisfies
a suitable version of Ward's theorem, such an extension of our result can
be deduced; but the final result would be quite technical, and we therefore
confine ourselves to describing its special case in the last section of this
paper.
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
m .LEMMA 1. Let P be a set with 0 - L P - ` and let C be a Vitali
family fine on P. Then, for e¨ery 0 - t - 1 and e¨ery 0 - l - s - 1, there
are finitely many disjoint sets C , . . . , C g C such that:1 p
 . m . m .a L P l C ) t L C for j s 1, . . . , p;j j
 . m . m p . m .b l L P - L D C - s L P .js1 j
Proof. Let A be an open set such that P ; A and
L m A y L m P - 1 y t 1 y l L m P . .  .  .  .  .
 m .  . m .4Since the family C g C : C ; A, L C - s y l L P is fine on P it
Ã Ãcontains a sequence C , C , . . . of disjoint subsets of A such that1 2
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m Ã m Ã m Ã  ..   .  .4L P _ D C s 0. Let I s i g N: L C l P F t L C . Then wei i i i
have
m m Ã m ÃL P F L P l C q L P l C . D Di i /  / /  /
igI ifI
m Ã m ÃF t L C q L CD Di i /  /
igI ifI
m m ÃF L A y 1 y t L C . .  . D i /
igI
Therefore,
1
m m m mÃL C F L A y L P - 1 y l L P .  .  .  . .D i / 1 y tigI
and
m Ã m m Ã mL C G L P y L C ) l L P . .  .D Di i /  /
ifI igI
Take the smallest index k for which
m Ã mL C ) l L P , .D i /
ifI , iFk
then we have
m Ã mL C - s L P . .D i /
ifI , iFk
Indeed, the opposite inequality would imply
m Ã m Ã m ÃL C G L C y L C .D Di i k /  /
ifI , iFky1 ifI , iFk
) s L m P y s y l L m P s l L m P , .  .  .  .
Ã 4contradicting the choice of k. Finally, ordering C : i F k, i f I into ai
sequence C , . . . , C , we obtain the required family.1 p
An Inducti¨ e Construction. For k s 1, 2, . . . , choose h ) 1 such thatk
`
3h - 2. 1 . k
ks1
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Choose also r ) 0, k s 0, 1, . . . , such thatk
2 r - r 2 .kq1 k
and such that
v rr2 .
kqmq3) 2 for each 0 - r F r . 3 .kmr
m m  . 4  .Let P s x g R : D G x s q` . Assume L P ) 0; note that weC
do not assume that P is measurable. By induction, we construct a se-
quence d of positive numbers, a sequence S ; Nkq1 of indices and ak k
family K , s g S , of disjoint compact subsets of Rm such thats k
 .1 S is finite for each k s 0, 1, . . . ;k k
 .2 for each t g S there are s g S and j g N such thatk kq1 k
 .t s s , j and K ; K ;t s
 . m .3 L K l P ) 0 for each s g S ;k s k
 .  .  .4 d K - d - h y 1 r for s g S and k s 0, 1, . . . ;k s k kq1 k k
 . m . y1 m .5 L D K l P ) 2 L K l P for each s g S ;k j s , j s k
 . m . y1 3 m .6 L D K F 2 h L K l P for each s g S .k j s , j kq1 s k
 4  .For k s 0 define S s 0 and choose 0 - d - h y 1 r ; further choose0 0 1 0
 . m . y1  .a compact set K with d K - d and 0 - L P l K - 8 v r r2 .0 0 0 0 0
Assume that S and K , s g S , have been defined. Choose 0 - d -k s k kq1
 .  .h y 1 r such that d K , K ) 2 d whenever s , t g S , s / t .kq2 kq1 s t kq1 k
 .Hence for each s g S we may use Lemma 1 and 3 to find disjoint setsk k
C g C , j s 1, . . . , p , such that:s , j s
 X .  .1 d C - d for each j s 1, . . . , p ;k s , j kq1 s
 X . y1 2 m . m . y1 3 m .2 2 h L K l P F L D C F 2 h L K l P ;k kq1 s j s , j kq1 s
 X . m . m .3 L C l K l P ) L C rh for each j s 1, . . . , p ;k s , j s s , j kq1 s
 X .  . 2 k m .4 G C ) 2 L C for each j s 1, . . . , p .k s , j s , j s
 . kq1Define S as the set of all indices s , j g N with s g S andkq1 k
 .  .j s 1, . . . , p ; then 1 and the first part of 2 obviously hold.s kq1 k
For s g S and j s 1, . . . , p , choose compact sets K ; C l Kk s s , j s , j s
  . .so the second part of 2 holds such thatk
h y 1kq1m mL C l K _ K - L C . 4 . .  . .s , j s s , j s , j2hkq1
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 .  X .  .Then condition 3 follows by 3 and 4 :kq1 k
L m K l P G L m C l K l P y L m C l K _ K .  .  . .s , j s , j s s , j s s , j
) L m C rh 2 . 5 . .s , j kq1
 .  X .  .  .  X .Condition 4 follows by 1 and condition 5 follows by 5 and 2 :kq1 k k k
1 1
m m mL K l P ) L C G L K l P . .D Ds , j s , j s2 /  / 2hkq1j j
 .  X .Finally, condition 6 follows from the second inequality of 2 .k k
`  .Clearly, N s F D K is a compact set. Moreover, by 6 andks0 s g S s ky1k
 .1 we have
L m K s L m KD D Ds s , j /  /
sgS sgS jk ky1
F 2y1h 3 L m KDk s /
sgSky1
F 2ykh 3 ??? h 3 L m K - 21yk L m K . 6 .  .  .k 1 0 0
m .Thus L N s 0.
Now, for each k g N and for each Borel set E, define
m E s 2 k L m E l K . .  .k s
sgSk
 .By 6 it follows
m K - 2 L m K . .Dk s 0 /
sgSk
Then
sup m K F 2 L m K 7 4 .  .  .k 0
k
m w xfor all compact sets K ; R . So by Theorem 1.23 of 6 we can find a
 4  4subsequence m of m which is weakly convergent to a finite measurek ki
 .m. Then, by 5 ,k
m K s 2 k L m K G 2 k L m K l P .D D D Dk s s , j s /  /  /
sgS sgS j sgSk ky1 k
) 2 ky1 L m K l P ) ??? ) L m K l P . .  .D s 0 /
sgSky1
 .  m.  . m .Hence, by 3 , m R s m N G L K l P ) 0.k 0
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 .  .Property i easily holds true. In order to prove property ii , we need the
following lemma:
LEMMA 2. Let x g Rm and let r ) 0. Then
 .   .. y1  .a m B x, r F 8 v rr2 if r F r and k G 1;k k
 .   .. y1  .b m B x, r F 8 v rr2 for all r ) 0;0
 .   ..   ..c m B x, r F 2m B x, r if k G 1;k ky1
 .   .. 3   ..d m B x, r F h m B x, h r if r ) r and k G 1.k k ky1 k ky1
 .Proof. If r F r , then, by 3 ,k
m B x , r F 2 k L m B x , r s 2 kqmr m F 8y1v rr2 .  .  . .  .k
 .  .  .which proves a and b if r F r . The remaining part of b follows, since0
 .  . y1  . y1  .d K - d - r ; so m K F 8 v r r2 F 8 v rr2 for r ) r .0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Let k G 1. Then
m B x , r s 2 k L m B x , r l K .  . .  . k t , j
tgS jky1
F 2 k L m B x , r l K s 2m B x , r . .  . . . t ky1
tgSky1
 .Hence c follows.
 .  .Let r ) r . To prove d , we first infer from d F h y 1 r thatky1 ky1 k ky1
 .  .r q d - h r. Hence, by 4 and 6 , we getky1 k k k
m B x , r s 2 k L m B x , r l K .  . .  . k t , j
tgS jky1
Xk mF 2 L K .  t , j
j
X3 ky1 mF h 2 L K .k t
F h 32 ky1 L m K l B x , r q d . .k t ky1
tgSky1
s h 3 m B x , r q d F h 3 m B x , h r , .  . .  .k ky1 ky1 k ky1 k
where X denotes the summation over those t g S for which K ;ky1 t
 .B x, r q d .ky1
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1. We start by showing that, for all
x g Rm, for all r ) 0, and for all k g N,
m B x , r F v r . 8 .  .  . .k
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Let x g Rm and let k g N be fixed. Given r ) 0, define
s s r , . . . , s s h ??? h r , . . . , s s h ??? h r .k i iq1 k 0 1 k
  ..Since h ) 1 and h F 2 see 1 , we havek k
2 r G s ) s ) ??? ) s ) s s r . 9 .0 1 ky1 k
Let p s 0, 1, . . . , k be the least index such that r - s whenever p - ii i
F k. For i s p q 1, . . . , k denote s s h 3 if s ) r and s s 2 other-i i i iy1 i
 .  .wise. By repeated application of Lemma 2 c and d , we infer that
m B x , r s m B x , s F s m B x , s F ??? .  .  . .  .  .k k k k ky1 ky1
F s s ??? s m B x , s . 10 .  . .k ky1 pq1 p p
We observe that
s s ??? s F 8. 11 .k ky1 pq1
 .Indeed, otherwise we infer from 1 that the condition s s 2 is satisfiedi
for at least three different values of the index i; hence there are i ) j q 1
such that
r - s F r and r - s F r .i i iy1 j j jy1
 .  .Since r G r by 2 , we may use 1 to deduce thatj jq1
r r s 1 1jq1 iy1 iG ) s ) ,
r r s h ??? h 2j j j i jq1
 .which contradicts 2 .
 .  .  .We finish the proof of ii by inferring from 10 and 11 that
m B x , r s 8m B x , s F v s r2 F v r , .  .  . .  . .k p p p
 .where the middle inequality follows from Lemma 2 b if p s 0 and from
 .Lemma 2 a if p ) 0, since in the latter case the definition of p implies
that s F r .p p
 . m  .Finally, we prove property iii . Let E ; R be such that m E ) 0.e
Ã U Ã 4Put E s E l N. Moreover, for each k let S s s g S : K l E / Bk k s
and let A be an open set such that A > D U K and A l K s Bk k s g S s k sk
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U  .  .if s g S _S . Then, for each fixed k and for each s, by 6 and 1 , wek k k
deduce
m A s m K s 2 k L m K .  .  . k k k s s
U UsgS sgSk k
y3kq1 y3 mG 2 h L K G h m K G ??? .  .  . kq1 s kq1 kq1 s
U UsgS sgSkq1 kq1
y3 y3 y1G h ??? h m K ) 2 m A . .  .  .  .kq1 kqs kqs s kqs k
UsgSkqs
 .  .  w x.Since m A F lim inf m A see 6, Theorem 1.24 , we concludek iª` k ki
that
m A G 2y1m A , k s 0, 1, . . . . 12 .  .  .k k k
 .  X .  .Now by 1 , 4 , and 12 , for each k suitably large, it followsk k
ÃV G, E q 1 G V G, E q 1 ) G C .  . . C C s
UsgSk
) 22 k L m C G 2 km K . Ds k s /
U UsgS sgSk k
k ky1 ky1 Ãs 2 m A G 2 m A G 2 m E .  .  .k k k e
s 2 ky1m E . .e
 .Hence V G, E s q`.C
4. APPLICATIONS TO CONDITIONALLY
CONVERGENT INTEGRALS
w xWe refer to 7 for a full treatment of the theory of conditionally
convergent integrals. Here we describe only those notions that are needed
for understanding the way in which Theorem 1 is applied.
A cell is a compact nondegenerate interval of Rm and a figure is a finite
union of cells. Let E ; Rm. We say that x g Rm is a dispersion point of E
if
B x , « l E .
lim sup s 0.m
2« .«ª0q
The set of all nondispersion points of E is called the essential closure of E
denoted by clUE. The essential boundary of E is the set ­ UE s clUE l
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U  m .  . mcl R _ E . The perimeter in De Giorgi's sense of a set A g R is the
5 5 my 1 U . m 5 5number A s H ­ A . A bounded set A g R with A - q` is
called a BV set.
m  .Let D ; R be a fixed cell. A gage resp. essential gage is a nonnegative
w . y1 . my 1function d : D ª 0, ` such that d 0 is of s-finite H -measure
 .respectively a null set . Clearly, each gage is an essential gage.
Denote by I, by F, and by BV the family of all cells, the family of all
figures, and the family of all BV sets contained in D, respectively. In
general, denote by A one of the families I, F, or BV . Given a real
number a , with 0 - a - 1r2m, we denote by Aa the family of all sets
A g A such that
L m A .
) a .
5 5d A A .
 . 4An A-partition is a collection P s A , x : i s 1, . . . , p such that A ,i i i
i s 1, . . . , p, are nonoverlapping sets from A, and x g A for i s 1, . . . , p.i i
Given a set E ; D, a real number a , 0 - a - 1r2m, and a nonnegative
function d on D, we define
gV G, E, a , d s sup G A , 13 .  .  .A i
 . 4where the supremum is taken over all A-partitions A , x : i s 1, . . . , pi i
a  .  .such that A g A , x g E, and d A - d x for each i. Moreover, wei i i i
define
V g G, E s sup inf V g G, E, a , d , .  .A A
da
where d runs through gages on D, and
V g , e G, E s sup inf V g , e G, E, a , d , .  .A A
da
where d runs through essential gages on D.
w x g .By 7, Remark 12.1.7 we observe that the above definitions of V G, ?A
g , e .and V G, ? are equivalent to the notions of critical variation and weakA
w xcritical variation introduced in 3 , respectively.
wFor the definitions of additivity and continuity of functions on A, see 3,
x w xDefinition 2.4 and p. 9 and 4, Definition 2.1 .
g .THEOREM 2. Let G be an additi¨ e continuous function on A. If V G, ?A
 .is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure then it is
s-finite.
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w xProof. First of all suppose A s I or A s F. By 3, Theorem 4.4 and by
w x g . g , e .4, Prop. 4.2 , V G, ? is s-finite if and only if V G, ? is s-finite.A A
w x w xMoreover, by 1, Theorem 1 and by 4, Theorem 4.7 , for each measurable
set E it is
g , e < <aV G, E s sup D G x dx. .  .HA A
E a
w xThen, assuming that the theorem is false, by 9, Chap. IV, Theorem 11.15
w xand by 4, Theorem 3.3 we find 0 - a - 1r2m such that
m < <aL x g D : D G x s q` ) 0. . 4 .A
 . my b a Let v r s r with 0 - b - 1. Since A is a Vitali family on D see
w x.9, Chap. IV, Theorem 3.1 , we may use Theorem 1 to find a set N and a
 .  .nonzero Radon measure m with properties i ] iii . Thus N is Lebesgue
 .  .anull, V G, E s q` whenever m E ) 0, and m is absolutely continu-A e
my b  w x.ous with respect to H by Frostman's lemma see 6, Theorem 8.8 .
my b  y1 ..  y1 ..Now let d be a gage. Since H d 0 s 0, we infer that m d 0
 . s 0. Hence there exists q g N such that m N ) 0, where N s x g N:e q q
 . 4  .ad x ) 1rq ; consequently, V G, N s q`. Therefore,A q
V g G, N , a , d G V g G, N , a , d G V a G, N s q`. .  .  .A A q A q
g .By the arbitrariness of d we get V G, N s q`, in contradiction withA
the hypothesis of absolute continuity. Hence the theorem is proved when-
ever A s I or A s F.
Now suppose A s BV . Since each figure is a BV-set, then G is
w xcontinuous on F. By Corollary 4.8 and Proposition 4.2 of 4 , we have
V g G, E s V g G, E .  .F B V
g  .for each measurable set E. Then V G, ? is s-finite.B V
w x w xBy Theorem 2, by 3, Theorem 4.4 and by 4, Theorem 5.3 , the
following full characterisations of the gage integral, F-integral, and BV-
 w x .integral see 7 for definitions and properties follow.
THEOREM 3. Let G be an additi¨ e continuous function on I. Then, for
each 0 - a - 1r2m, D a G exists a.e. in D and G is its indefinite gage-in-I
g . tegral iff the ¨ariational measure V G, ? is absolutely continuous withI
.respect to the Lebesgue measure .
THEOREM 4. Let G be an additi¨ e continuous function on F. Then, for
each 0 - a - 1r2m, D a G exists a.e. in D and G is its indefinite F-integralF
g . iff the ¨ariational measure V G, ? is absolutely continuous with respect toF
.the Lebesgue measure .
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THEOREM 5. Let G be an additi¨ e continuous function on BV . Then,
for each 0 - a - 1r2m, D a G exists a. e. in D and G is its indefiniteB V
g  .BV-integral iff the ¨ariational measure V G, ? is absolutely continuousB V
 .with respect to the Lebesgue measure .
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